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The THOM isomorphism Theorem (1) allows an immediate extension to the strong shape 
category of compacta: The shape homology TBG,(X) with coefficients in a THOhI spectrum 
turns out to be isomorphic to the bordism group d:(X) which is defined like 122(X) but with 
strong shape morphisms replacing continuous mappings (Theorem 1.2). 
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0. Introduction 
The famous Thorn Theorem (1) (sometimes called Pontrjagin-Thorn Theorem) 
asserts that many different kinds of bordism groups, defined in a geometrical manner, 
are isomorphic to generalized homology groups with coefficients in the corresponding 
Thorn spectrum. 
In the meantime it turned out to be useful investigating the so-called “Steenrod 
Sitnikov extensions” of generalized homology groups, a subject, which is more 
precisely denoted by shape homology with coefficients in a given spectrum (2) cf. [2] 
for a treatment of the relations between different aspects of this concept. One of 
the main advantages of these groups is the existence of an Alexander Duality 
Theorem (5), relating these groups for a space Xc S” to the cobordism groups of 
the complementary space S”\X. 
In the present note we are going to extend the Pontrjagin-Thorn isomorphism 
(1) to shape theory with compact support (Theorem 1.1). Since the group 6:(X) 
has again a direct geometrical meaning, the isomorphism fi in Theorem 1.1 illustrates 
that the shape homology with coefficients in a Thorn spectrum TBG turns out to 
be the correct extension of non-shape homology to shape theory, also from the 
point of view of cobordism theory. 
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1. Formulation of the Theorem 
Let G be one of the following classical groups G = 0, U, SO, SU, Spin, Sp, then 
there corresponds to each of them a geometric bordism functor 
fl,“( ):K+Ab’+ 
where K denotes a suitable category of topological spaces. The elements of 0: (X) 
are classes of singular G-manifolds f: M” +X, where the equivalence relation is 
cobordism (by some authors called “bordism”): We set f- (9 : N” --, X) whenever 
a cobordism relation between M” and N” (with respect to the given G-structure) 
allows an extension of the continuous mappings f, resp. g. We refer to [lo], [l l] 
for the details. 
On the other hand we have the Thorn spectrum TBG and the generalized 
homology TBG, : K + Ab’. According to the Thorn theorem [lo], these two functors 
are related by a natural isomorphism 
v:0:( );TBG,( ), n>O. (1) 
It is well-known that all this extends to pairs of spaces in particular to based spaces. 
The transition from based spaces to unbased spaces resp. to pairs of spaces is standard. 
Let K be any category of based spaces containing (a) the category Corn of all 
compact metric spaces and (b) the category P of all ANEs (containing in particular 
all CW spaces). We form the strong shape category If (cf. [l], [2]) which depends 
on the subcategory P of good spaces. We can define a shape bordism group 
simply by replacing continuous mappings which appear in the definition of f2: (X) 
by shape morphisms.’ The cobordism relation itself remains of course the same. 
Since homotopic mappings (in K or in E) are a foriori cobordant, we 
a functor 
ii,” : ii,, -, Ab=-. 
have in fact 
Apart from this, we construct the functor fiz with compact support: 
$,G(X) = Jimx ii:(K), K E Corn c 
For a space X E Corn we evidently have an isomorphism 
$,G (X) = fi: (X). 
There exists a functor h : K+ If (cf. [l]) having the property that for a mapping 
fc g(X, Y), YE P one has a continuous f~ K(X, Y) with h(f) -f: This functor 
’ When talking about “shape morphisms” we always mean a “strong shape morphism in the category 
-1. K. 
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induces a transformation 
resp. 
Ccp. *n:+,fig 
which becomes an isomorphism for X E P. 
Let TBG = { TBG,} be the Thorn spectrum, then we have the homology groups 
TBG,(X) = li+ entk( TBGk ti X) (3) 
where +“(A, a,,) = &,(S”, A) is the shape homotopy group. Although the groups 
(3) can be established for any X E K, the induced homomorphisms TBG,( f), 
f~ K(X, Y) are only defined for either (a) metric Y or (b) for arbitrary X, Y and 
shape mappings h(f), where f is continuous. This is due to the fact that the 
smash-product fx 1 z : Xx 2 + Y K Z in general causes some problems. Concerning 
all details on shape theory, we refer to [l]. 
By an abuse of notation, we denote the (always defined!) functor TBG,h : K + 
Ab’ also by TBG,. Analogously to a:, we have TBG, with compact support, 
defined by 
,TBG,(X) = ?irrx TBG,(K). (4) 
The advantage of (4) lies in the validity of an Alexander Duality Theorem 
.TBG,(X) =TBG”-P-l(S”\X), DEB (3 
which holds for any (compact or not!) Xc S”, where the right hand side denotes 
Tech cohomology with coefficients in the Thorn spectrum TBG (cf. [l]). Let X be 
a CW space, then we have isomorphisms 
TBGJ X) = c TBG,(X) =TBG,(X). 
For compact metric X we have obviously an isomorphism 
,TBG,(X) =TBG,(X). 
Remark. Unlike a shape mapping every continuous map between Hausdorff spaces 
carries compact sets into compact sets. Thus there is no need to distinguish between 
O:(X) (TBG,(X)) and n:(X) (resp. TBG,(X)) with compact support. 
The main objective of this note is to provide a proof of the following: 
1.1. Theorem. Let X be a shape connected space in K (i.e. we assume ,f,,(X, x0) = 
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(0)) then there exists a (with respect o continuous mappings) natural isomorphism 
S:,6F(X); .TBG,(X), n>O, 
which coincides with (1) wheneuer X is a CW space. 
On the subcategory Corn we have (a) an isomorphism =flz (X) = f?z (X) (resp. 
for TBG,. and (b) the fact that TBG, is a functor on Corn (not only on Corn). 
Therefore we can formulate the following 
1.2. Corollary. Let X E Corn be a space with ii,JX, x0) = {0}, then there exists a ( with 
respect o all morphisms in Corn) natural isomorphism 
~:fiY(X);TBG,(X), n>O, 
which coincides with (1) whenever X is a CW space and which is a restriction of the 
isomorphism b of Theorem 1.1. 
Remark. The importance of these two assertions lies in the fact that the shape 
homology groups with compact support allows (within the shape category) the same 
geometric interpretation as the original homology functor with coefficients in a 
Thorn spectrum. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
We are collecting together some informations on shape theory and topology which 
are well-known but nevertheless necessary for the understanding of the proof: 
(i) The shape singular complex s(X), X E g is constructed in complete analogy 
to the ordinary singular complex S(X), as the set of all shape mappings 6” : A” + X, 
where A” denotes the standard n-simplex (cf. [l]). This s(X) carries the structure 
of a Kan set. One has a natural transformation (in R!) (5 : Is( )I- lg where 1. * - 1 
denotes, as usual, geometric realization. 
(ii) A spectrum E = {E,,} (cf. [6]), is called a cs-spectrum, whenever the following 
properties are fulfilled: 
(a) All E, are CW complexes. 
(b) The k-skeletons of all E,,, for all n E B and all k = 0, 1, . . . , are supposed to be 
compact. 
(c) There exists a no such that all E, are simply connected for n 2 no. 
As an example, we can take a suitable realization of an Eilenberg-MacLane 
spectrum K(G) where G is a finitely generated abelian group. 
Condition (c) is not essential, because one can replace any spectrum E, fulfilling 
merely (a) and (b) by a spectrum E’ for which (a)-(c) holds in such a way, that 
there is a natural isomorphism I?, = I?;I : Simply define EL = 12E,_2, n E Z. 
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The main application of the concept of cs-spectra consists in the following 
2.1. Theorem. ([l] Theorem 4.2). Let XE Corn be a shape connected space, E a 
cs-spectrum, then the mapping &,x induces an isomorphism 
&(l$X)l) = E’,(X). 
(iii) Let p: E + B be a n-dimensional vector bundle .$ over a CW-complex B, 
then we can assume the existence of a Riemann metric on E. Let D(t) be the disk 
bundle and S( 5) c D( 5) be the corresponding sphere bundle: 
D(ob={t’~ Eb=p-‘(b)l, 1111s 1) 
S(S)={=D(5)11 bl=lI. 
We set 
T5 = 0(5)/S(5), cf. [6]). 
Let in particular I3 be the classifying space BO, of the group 0,, y, the universal 
r-dimensional vector bundle over BO,, then we set TBO, = T( y,). TBU, is defined 
similarly and TBG for any of the remaining groups G, = SO,, SU,, Spin,, Sp, by 
taking suitably induced bundles (see [lo], [l l] for the details). There is a 
map : ZTBG, + TBG,, , , furnishing the sequence TBG = { TBG,} with the structure 
of a spectrum, the Thorn spectrum of the group G. 
We need: 
2.2. Lemma. TBG fulfils conditions (a) and (b) in rhe definition of a cs-spectrum. 
Proof. We give the proof for G = 0, the other cases are treated similarly. The space 
BO, is nothing else than the infinite Grassmann-manifold l& G,.I, = G,. This is 
known to be a CW space having the property that the number ,of m-cells for any 
fixed m is finite. Thus (G,)” is compact. See [8], [9] for the details. Now let 
5 = (E, p, B) be any n-dimensional vectorbundle, then it is easily recognized that 
there is a l-l correspondence between the m-cells of B and the n+ m-cells of 
T(g), (cf. [ll] 12.26), ensuring that the k-skeletons (TBG,)k are all compact. 
2.3. Corollary. There exists for shape connected X E Corn a natural isomorphism 
TBG.#(X)I) = TBG,(X). (6) 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.1, Lemma 2.2 and the remark 
preceding Theorem 2.1. 
Finally we need the following 
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2.3. Lemma. For X E Corn the natural transformation Wx : (s(X)1 + X in I? induces 
a natural isomorphism 
fl,G(X)=fl~(~S(X)~). (7) 
Proof. Let f: M” + X be a shape singular manifold, then there exists a continuous 
rp( f) : M” + IS(X)1 with 
This follows as in the classical case from the commutative diagram 
M” 
I 
*X 
1% f)l * I%al 
and the observation that (a) 6, is a homotopy equivalence (since M” is a ‘good’ 
space, contained in P) and that (b) IS(X)1 is a ‘good’ space, implying that /S( f)l~z,’ 
can be, up to homotopy, replaced by a continuous map f (i.e. one has ]S( f)lc~G 2 
h(f), f~ K). 
Now, since being homotopic for two singular manifolds implies that they are 
cobordant, we conclude that cp induces a right inverse 
cp# : 0: cm + f-g (IWN 
to c&y* = a,G (6x). 
This turns out to become also a left inverse to 6x* which amounts to proving: 
f& = l~Gxf>l, (8) 
where f : M” + IS(X)/ is assumed to be continuous. To this end, we verify that 
+(x,l= R&x) : I~cls<x>l>l+ IW)L 
in the same way as this is done for the functor S in ordinary topology. Now we have: 
lSGxf)l= l~(~x)II~(f)l 
= ~,scx,,l~(f)l 
= f6c 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2. Let X be a shape connected space in 
Corn, then we have the chain of isomorphisms 
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As indicated, the two vertical isomorphisms stem from (7) resp. (6), while the 
horizontal isomorphism is the classical Thorn isomorphism. 
This completes the proof for connected X E Corn and thereby that of Corollary 1.2. 
The general case, concerning an arbitrary X E K and the two functors with compact 
support (2), (4) now follows easily. 
This completes the proof of the Main Theorem 1.1. 
3. Historical remarks on strong shape theory 
As we pointed out already, the present paper is based on the concept of strong 
shape theory (for metric compacta) laid down in [ 11. It showed up for the first time 
in [3]. One starts establishing individual shape morphisms f~ K(X, Y) and then, 
in a second step is forming the associated homotopy category &,. It is this latter 
homotopy category (rather than x itself) which is most frequently called strong 
shape category by many authors. 
Simultaneously and independently D.A. Edwards and H.M. Hastings [7] 
developed their concept of a strong shape category together with so-called Steenrod 
homology functors. For a more detailed discussion of the relations between our 
homology E.+(X) (E being a CW-spectrum) and ‘E,(X) (the Steenrod homology 
in the sense of D.A. Edwards and A.M. Hastings, (cf. also the references to the 
work of Kan, Kaminker and Schochet in [l], [2]) the reader is referred to [2]. 
While we are presently confined to the case of E being a Thorn spectrum, one 
can establish natural equivalences between BU,(X) (the shape homology of com- 
plex K-theory) and the important Brown-Douglas-Fillimore homology s*(X) (X 
being a finite dimensional compact metric space). For more details including further 
references we refer to [2]. 
This pertains to the long and fascinating history of Steenrod (resp. Steenrod- 
Sitnikov) homologies, starting with the original work of N. Steenrod and K. Sitnikov, 
continuing with J. Milnors axiomatic characterization of ordinary Steenrod-Sitnikov 
homology and finally entering into strong shape theoretical research (cf. [l], [2], 
[7] for more details concerning the history of this subject). As a matter of fact L.D. 
Mdzinarishwili discovered that Steenrod-Sitnikov homology goes back to a con- 
struction introduced by N. Kolmogorov in 1936. 
In the course of time there appeared many results on strong shape categories for 
compacta: In [4] the authors recognized the (homotopy) strong shape category as 
a quotient category (by inverting certain inclusions) a property which, by the way, 
strong shape categories distinguish from ordinary shape categories. 
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In [5] the problem of the equivalence of all different approaches to strong shape 
theory (on the homotopy level) is settled. 
For a more detailed account on many aspects of strong shape theory the reader 
is referred to the exposition in [6]. 
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